Cassini's final images, transmitted in the hours before its death, included a sequence showing Enceladus setting behind Saturn, as well as a close-up look at some of the planet's rings.
The spacecraft's last radio signal died as planned when the probe entered Saturn's atmosphere at about 113,000 kilometres per hour, roughly 10 degrees north of the planet's equator. As Cassini plunged to its death, it sent back a burst of data from its Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer. This instrument measures the chemical composition of gases, and provided scientists with their first direct taste of Saturn's atmosphere. Those data "will be the most exciting result scientifically" from the end of the mission, says Ralph Lorenz, a planetary scientist at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, Maryland.
Many discoveries about Saturn's moons, rings and interior are likely to emerge in the coming months. From April until its death, Cassini carried out a series of 22 orbits, looping between the giant planet and its rings -a perspective never before captured.
During these orbits, Cassini's Cosmic Dust Analyser, which looked at the size and composition of small particles, directly measured the composition of material in Saturn's main rings for the first time, says Sascha Kempf, a space physicist at the University of Colorado Boulder. "The data set is rich and surprising, " he says. "Stay tuned. "
The dust data could answer a long-standing question: how old the rings are. By studying how dust falls onto the rings' icy particles and dirties them, the team can estimate their age. Some scientists argue that the rings are billions of years old, whereas others think that they are of the order of 100 million years old or younger. Kempf says that his team should have an answer soon, and that the knowledge will help researchers to narrow down how the rings formed.
Cassini's gravity measurements are helping scientists to pinpoint other key information. By analysing the gravitational effect of the rings on Cassini -a force best measured as the probe PLANETARY SCIENCE
Cassini's science still has secrets to spill
The spacecraft is dead, but its data could help to reveal the age of Saturn's rings and the origin of its magnetic field.
Cassini team members console each other as the spacecraft's final signal fades away on 15 September. ROBYN plunged between them and the planetresearchers are refining their estimates of the rings' mass, as well as that of the planet's core, says Luciano Iess, a planetary scientist at the University of Rome La Sapienza.
The rings' mass provides a way to double-check calculations of their age: the more massive the rings are, the older they might be. Preliminary analysis of data from Cassini's grand-finale orbits have given Iess and his colleagues their best estimate of mass yet. "We cannot release any value yet, " Iess says, "but this is the first indication that we have that probably the rings didn't form together with Saturn. " By comparing those results with estimates from Cassini's dust analyser, researchers hope to be able to settle the question of ring age once and for all.
MAGNETIC MYSTERY
Cassini's magnetometer has already made some unexpected discoveries. Saturn's axis of rotation and its magnetic axis turn out to be almost perfectly aligned, says Linda Spilker, the mission's project scientist at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California. That has puzzled researchers, because models have suggested that there needs to be at least a slight offset between the two axes for the planet to maintain a magnetic field.
The finding "suggests that we don't really understand Saturn's internal structure and how the planetary dynamo is generated yet", says Michele Dougherty, a space physicist at Imperial College London. She estimates that it will take another three to six months to crunch through the data and understand exactly what they mean.
Other potential discoveries will require researchers to put together all of Cassini's data sets from its entire 13-year study of Saturn. That includes watching the planet and its moons change over time, given that 1 year on Saturn is about 29 Earth years. "We have a whole half-season of changes on Saturn and Titan to study, " says Bonnie Buratti, a planetary scientist at JPL.
The Cassini team has another year's worth of funding to tease more secrets out of the data. But as of now, there are no US missions on the books to return to Saturn -unless researchers can persuade NASA or other space agencies to go back. ■
BY M A R K Z A ST R O W
S outh Korea's flagship research ship Isabu seems to have sailed into a controversy with the Japanese government over its name. The incident has hindered some oceanographic research collaborations between the two countries.
The ship's name refers to a sixth-century Korean general, Kim Isabu. In South Korea, he is known for his maritime conquests, which in some historical accounts included two islets that are the subject of a decades-long territorial dispute between South Korea and Japan. Known as Dokdo in South Korea and Takeshima in Japan, the small islets are located roughly midway between the two countries, more than 200 kilometres from each mainland. The 5,900-tonne ship launched late last year and is currently cruising the Philippine Sea. Its name was an option in a public poll held by the ship's operator, the Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology in Ansan.
The Japanese government has issued no formal protest over the ship's name, but four scientists in South Korea and Japan have told Nature that researchers at Japan's national marine-research agency have been instructed not to participate in any collaborations or cruises involving Isabu. An e-mail sent in January by an official at the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
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Ship name stirs up trouble
Marine scientists allege that Japanese researchers have been blocked from collaboration involving a South Korean vessel. 
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